PBC Environmental Sustainability Committee Meeting Feb. 15, 2010

In attendance: Lewis Johnson, Anjana Bhatt, Neela Chevli, Peter Corcoran, Kathleen Crawford, Jim Hehl, Simeon Komisar, Raj Srivastava, Aswani Volety, Mary Anne Zager, Tyler Offerman,

Using the STARS (Sustainability Tracking and Reporting System) list of items against which an institution’s sustainability efforts will be measured, the committee discussed various aspects of setting goals.

Faculty on the committee discussed goal-setting at the college versus section level, and the difficulty of applying uniform goals across programs and disciplines when subject matter and teaching methods vary widely.

A few specific goals were discussed, and will be formalized in writing by Lewis Johnson and distributed via email to committee members. Committee members will also identify additional goals and forward these to Lewis Johnson for incorporation into the draft document.

The first draft needs to be ready by the end of February 2010. The final draft is expected by the end of March 2010.